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Live & Virtual Speaking Fee Schedule 
PRESENTATION 

TYPE  LENGTH FEE (+ EXPENSES) 
  Keynote 0-30 minutes $17,000

30-60 minutes $27,000

Keynote & Workshop 60-90 minutes $32,000

  Seminar Half day (4 hours including breaks) $37,000

Full day (8 hours including breaks) $67,000En

  Emcee & Hosting Half day (4 hours including breaks) $43,000

  Panel Up to 2 hours $27,000

  Recording Rights

  & Licensing See Notes Below
 

International Engagements: Fees valid for engagements in North America and international 

countries for up to 30,000 audience members. For more than 30,000 attendees, rates are higher 

and are negotiable. 

• A 50% deposit is required to secure virtual speaking dates. The remaining is due at the 

time of service. Full payment is due for any presentation that is cancelled within 30 days 

of the scheduled virtual event. 
 

Customization: Live and Virtual talks are customized, and presentations meet the unique needs 

of your group. Talks can be live or taped in advance, per requests. 
 

Olympia LePoint’s Books:  

• Answers Unleashed: The Science of Unleashing Your Brain’s Power  

• Answers Unleashed II: The Science of Attracting What You Want  

• Mathaphobia: How You Can Overcome Your Math Fears and Become a Rocket Scientist  

 

• For keynotes, we suggest that the book be purchased for each attendee  

• For seminars, we require that at least one book be purchased for each attendee  

• Cost: $29.99 for Mathaphobia, and $39.99 for Answers Unleashed books, per print 

copy or interactive electronic copy. These fees are not included in fees listed 

above. Books available through Barnes & Noble, Amazon and eBook retailers. 
 

Audio visual requirements: 

• Password protected virtual conference with high resolution 1080p HD recording capture 

capability 

• Screen share ability for PowerPoint and video accessibility 

• All audience members muted during the presentation 
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U.S. Trademark, U.S. Copyright and Licensing:  

 

• Permission is granted to record this presentation and to be on a password protected 

platform for members of the organization only to view. The video and its contents are 

U.S. trademarked and copyrighted by the speaker, and speaker has full rights of 

ownership of content and video.  

  

• The video is password protected and available on their platform for 30 days after the 

event. After which time, a licensing fee can be made available for the client, if the client 

desires the video to be available after such time. This fee is a separate negotiation. 

 

• The client provides a high-resolution footage of the virtual event to the speaker within 72 

hours after the talk. 

 
 

Special discounts:  Charitable associations are considered on a case-by-case basis.   

In extremely special cases, the speaker may perform on a discounted basis if appropriate 

alternative support is provided.  

 
 

Virtual Speaking Inclusions & Exclusions:  There no travels fees or costs – (i.e. no ground 

transportation, lodging, meals/tips for virtual talks).  If physical books and are purchased, 

shipping fees are additional. If digital content is provided intalks and lectures, it cannot be 

distributed to people outside of the talk without the original authorization from the owner, OL 

Consulting Corporation.  

 

 

VIRTUAL TALKS 

 
“Hidden Figures” No More: Women and Diversity in Technology 

Leadership 
 

This talk is ideal for Global Technology Forums. Continuing the legacy of NASA mathematicians 

Katherine Johnson and Mary Jackson, Olympia LePoint gives the virtual talk: “ ‘ Hidden Figures’ 

No More - Women in Leadership & Technology” to corporate audiences. In an entertaining and 

enlightening way, Olympia LePoint shares how human thinking works to increase innovation 

with diversity.  She also shares how she renewed her thinking about being a woman in 

technology leadership. She explains how to renew thinking about diversity and inclusion to 

make important decisions. She teaches audiences courage to overcome fear and implicit bias (also 
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known as systemic racism) as she shares her owner personal stories of launching NASA 

astronauts into Space.  

 

Using the New Decision-Making Science, ‘Quantum Deciding’ ® 
 

With her third book, Answers Unleashed II : The Science of Attracting What You Want as the 

foundation of the talk, LePoint explains what she coins “Quantum Deciding.” Introduced on 

ABC News, CBS News, FOX News, NBC News, Thrive Global and USA Today, Quantum 

Deciding is a new method that helps people make effective decisions to build the future that they 

want.  You have a past version of you who must overcome fear when certain events keep 

happening.  And you have a future version of you, who knows how to break the cycle. When you 

go to the ‘Past-You’ and coach yourself though challenging memories, and go to the ‘Future-You’ 

and ask for advice, you create a powerful energy system around you that pulls in what you want.  

Innovation is the result. “Quantum Deciding” science theory was first introduced in a TED-like 

virtual talk at California State University Alumni for several thousand people online as its debut.   

 

• Learn "Your Science of Attraction" and the power in your decisions 

• Travel back in time to remove the six roots of indecisiveness 

• Jump into the future and determine your immediate next steps 

• Learn new information to multiply limited resources for your best outcomes 

 

 

Answers Unleashed ®  - Your Brain Master Class 
 

Answers Unleashed® – Your Brain Masterclass is a virtual a TED-like talk which explains how 

your thinking plus decisions work together to change the course of your life.  With LePoint’s 

second book  Answers Unleashed: The Science of Unleashing Your Brain’s Power as the foundation of 

this talk, LePoint explains what she coins “The Triabrain”  and the “Trianbrain Theory of 

Relativity” first introduced in her writings on The Huffington Post and then later published in 

her book. The theory, seen by over 2 Million people on the TV show Impact Theory, explains why 

some quit while before success while others succeed. In this talk, LePoint  explains how she 

rewired her brain to overcome painful memories.  She shows leaders how to do the same. 
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Her TED Talk: Reprograming Your Mind to Overcome Fear 
 

Fear can be removed from the human brain. Based on her experience supporting NASA’s 

Mission Control, award-winning rocket scientist and author Olympia LePoint devises mental 

process for reprogramming the human brain to override fear. With her triumphant story, 

Olympia LePoint answers how humans can simultaneously turn off fear and rebuild the frontal 

brain lobes to accomplish great feats. The ground-breaking method is based from Olympia 

LePoint’s book Mathaphobia: How You Can Overcome Your Math Fears and Become a Rocket Scientist. 

 

 

STEM Education - Olympia LePoint’s End Mathaphobia® Now   
 

Olympia LePoint shares details about how to overcome your math fears and do well in school, 

with contents from her 1st book  Mathaphobia: How You Can Overcome Your Math Fears and Become a 

Rocket Scientist. The book details have been seen in her TED talk, and on CBS News, NBC News 

and PBS. This keynote is given to K-12 graders and college students, Olympia LePoint shares 

how students can change Mathaphobia personalities of “Quincy the Quitter”, “Donna-the-Over 

Doer”, “Samuel-The-Struggler” and “Crystal-The-Criticizer“, fear-based thinking into the 

successful thinking needed to pursue STEM careers. STEM = Science, Technology, Engineering 

and Technology. 

 

Communicating Diversity within TV & News Broadcasting 
 

As an executive producer of the Answers Unleashed® multi-media platform, and the guest 

rocket science expert regularly appearing on CBS news for Space Launches, Olympia LePoint is a 

journalist who has been seen by over 17 million viewers on multimedia platforms.  She has a 

unique way of introducing diversity on international platforms. From writing on The Huffington 

Post to contributing as writer for Arianna Huffington’s Thrive Global, Olympia LePoint shares a 

method to create stories that include diversity for excellent news.  


